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 Climate Tool Update


By John Sanders, NBRC Director

Summer Meeting –

distributed in the next few weeks.
We already have plans to have
Save the Date
our normal summer meeting in
The summer meeting for the
Charlotte, NC for 2022 and Austin,
NBRC is scheduled for the
afternoon of Wednesday, June 16th. TX for 2023. These future meetings
will be held in conjunction with the
This will be a virtual meeting and
Structural Clay Products Division
hopefully our last virtual meeting
and the Southwest Section of the
for the foreseeable future. We
American Ceramic Society as we
will have a short business meeting
have in the past.
followed by research reports that
will include hotbox testing of thin
Lab Update–
brick wall systems, solar reflectance After 20 years of service, we had
research, radiant barriers,
to retire our previous thermal
improving carbon burnout,
analysis equipment and replace
reducing firing temperature, and
it with a new system. The new
an update on improvements to
system is a Netzsch simultaneous
ASTM test methods. An agenda
thermal analysis that is now
and link to join the meeting will be coupled to a mass spectrometer
(MS) instead of an FTIR for
evolved gas analysis. While each
evolved gas analysis system has its
advantages and disadvantages, the
mass spectrometer system seems
to be a big improvement as it is
more sensitive and allows us to
detect gases that we were not able
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to measure in the past. The new
system is shown in the following
image (Figure 1).
An example analysis of a black
core is shown below in Figure 2.
The conventional wisdom is that a
black core is due to the presence of
reduced (black) iron oxide which
is also known as magnetite. This is
caused by carbon that persists into
the soak which then takes oxygen
from red iron oxide (hematite)
at higher temperatures. As part
of the commissioning of this
instrument, we analyzed a sample
of a black core and were surprised
to see residual carbon and sulfur,
in addition to the black iron oxide.
We had never had a tool sensitive
enough for this type of analysis in
the past, so these findings are both
surprising and very interesting (at
least to a ceramic engineer). We are
doing more work on cored samples
and will share the results in a future
issue. We hope that this will lead
us to new strategies to eliminate
coring in fired brick.

Figure 1 – Netzsch Simultaneous Thermal Analyzer (right) and coupled
Mass Spectrometer (left)

Forum Update

We are still moving forward with
plans for an in-person Forum
from October 4th-6th. Details
on the schedule and program are
still being worked out but will be
available by the June issue. We
already have several volunteer
presenters with some interesting
topics. If you would like to
make a presentation or have any
suggestions about the Forum, we
would like to hear them (jpsand@
clemson.edu or 864-656-0604).
We are looking forward to a great
program and hope that you will be
able to join us so that we can get
back to “Normal”.

Figure 2 – Simultaneous Thermal Analysis of a Black Core
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NBRC Climate Tool Update

By Nate Huygen, Bishop Materials Laboratory
The National Brick Research Center
has been performing hot box testing
of numerous wall systems over
the last three years. This has been
done to characterize the steadystate thermal performance of most
common residential and commercial
wall systems and analyze how the
cladding impacts the behavior of
the walls. In addition to steady-state
measurements, our hot box apparatus
also allows for measurement of
the dynamic performance of wall
assemblies, allowing for the benefit
of thermal mass to be measured. The
thermal mass benefit measured in
the hot box apparatus could be quite
substantial (up to 50% reduction
in energy usage) depending on the
type of cladding and backup wall.
The dynamic cycle used for testing
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is designed to mimic a day-night
cycle on the exterior of the wall.
Although the hot box can measure
the thermal mass benefit of different
wall systems, it cannot determine
how these systems will behave in
the real-world under constantly
varying climatic conditions. The
climate tool was developed in order
to model the real-world performance
of the tested wall systems under
yearly climatic conditions. This tool
was validated against the measured
hot-box dynamic data to ensure its
accuracy in predicting the dynamic
performance of wall systems.
This program allows for modeling
any of the wall systems that have
been tested in the hot box apparatus
up to this point. These wall systems
can be made with wood or steel studs
or lightweight concrete masonry
units (CMU). The claddings available
for simulation include vinyl siding,
fiber cement, brick veneer, and EIFS.
The program will support thin brick
as a cladding in the future. In a yearly
climate simulation, both the wall
assembly and the local climate have
a large impact on the energy usage.
This model allows for simulating
climates from several different cities
in the continental United States. The
wall orientation also has to be taken
into account because of the large
change in solar radiation with wall
orientation.
This climate program allows
for investigating the impact of
parameters that would be difficult
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Figure 1 – NBRC Climate Program
to estimate their impact on the
energy usage of the wall system.
One of these parameters is the
solar reflectance of the cladding
material. Since solar radiation is the
largest heat load on the building
envelope, changes to this parameter
will have significant impact on
the heat balance on the exterior of
the wall system. In addition to the
solar reflectance, the orientation of
the wall will also have a significant
impact on the energy usage due
to very different amounts of solar
radiation on the wall surface in a
south versus north orientation.
Using the climate program,
a comparison between the
performance of a residential brick
veneer and vinyl wall was performed
to determine how thermal mass
impacts the energy usage as a

function of solar reflectance in both
a north and south orientation for
climate zones one through three.
In climate zone three, the brick
veneer and the vinyl siding walls
both showed similar behavior for
a north-facing wall, with only a
minor change in energy usage with
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solar reflectance. North-facing walls
receive the least solar radiation
while south-facing walls receive the
most solar radiation in the northern
hemisphere. It should be noted that
the brick veneer did have a lower

energy usage than the vinyl siding
wall in the same orientation. For a
south-facing wall, the relationship
between solar reflectance and energy
usage is more complex as can be seen
in Figure 2.
It is commonly assumed that in
order to reduce the energy usage of
a wall system, the solar reflectance
of the cladding has to be increased
as it reduces the energy load to the
exterior of the wall. This is true for
lightweight wall systems where the
time required for heat to propagate
through the wall assembly is short.
For wall such as brick veneer that
have significant thermal mass and
longer lag times, this is not strictly
true. The thermal mass of the
assembly allows for the cladding to
store the heat and prevents some of it
from reaching the interior. This is the
reason that the brick veneer shows
a substantially smaller reduction
in energy usage with increases in
solar reflectance. The benefit of the
thermal mass and its interaction with
the solar radiation can easily be seen
in the difference between the energy
curves in Figure 2 for the north- and
south-facing walls. Again, the brick
veneer system outperformed the
vinyl siding in all of our simulations
under equivalent conditions.
Since the relationship between
solar reflectance and yearly energy
usage were mainly unchanged for
the north orientation, the behavior
in climate zones one through three
were analyzed only for the south
facing orientation. The result of
that analysis is shown in Figure 3.
In climate zone one, both the brick

Figure 2 – Yearly Energy Usage in Climate Zone Three Versus Solar
Reflectance
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Figure 3 – Impact of Climate Zone and Solar Reflectance on Yearly
Energy Usage
veneer and vinyl siding walls had a
and solar reflectance. Specifically,
similar relationship between energy
the vinyl siding wall saw a mostly
usage and solar reflectance, with
uniform increase in energy usage
a 1% change in solar reflectance
going from climate zone one to two.
reduced the energy usage by 0.7%.
The brick veneer wall, however, did
For climate zone two, the vinyl siding not see that same increased energy
wall had a similar behavior, but the
usage due to the complex interaction
brick veneer wall had a significantly
between the solar radiation and the
reduced slope between energy usage

applied exterior climate. Because
of the complex interaction between
thermal mass and the local climate,
any analysis that looks at the effect of
solar radiation has to account for the
effect of thermal mass.
The benefit of the thermal mass
can be quantified in a number of
different ways. Typically, a reduction
in energy usage associated with
the incorporation of thermal mass
into the wall system is how thermal
mass benefit is quantified. Another
method of describing the benefit is
through the use equivalent R-value.
This is the amount of thermal
resistance required by a wall with
no thermal mass to have the same
yearly energy usage as the wall
system with thermal mass. It is a
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way of accounting for the thermal
mass benefit, while still using the
commonly used R-value terminology
that does not account for thermal
mass.
For a south-facing wall in climate
zone three, the relationship between
yearly energy usage and U-factor is
given in Figure 4. U-factor (inverse
of R-value) is used because of the
linear relationship with energy
usage. To compute the equivalent
R-value, the energy usage of the wall
with thermal mass is compared to
the U-factor versus energy usage
for the wall with no mass. For a
south facing brick veneer wall in
climate zone three, the energy usage
is approximately 25.1 kWhr/m2,
which corresponds to an equivalent
U-factor of Ueq-0.054, and an
equivalent R-value of Req-18.4. The
steady-state R-value of this wall was
R-13.4. This implies that when the
thermal mass is accounted for, the
wall has the same yearly energy usage
as a wall with R-5 more thermal
insulation and no thermal mass.
Unlike steady-state R-values which
are universal for a material and do
not depend on the local climate
(with the exception of temperature
dependence), the equivalent R-values

Figure 4 – Yearly Energy Usage Versus U-Factor for a
South-Facing Wall in Climate Zone Three
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Figure 5 – Equivalent R-value Increase Over Steady-State
R-Values for a South-Facing Brick Veneer Wall
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does depend strongly on the climate.
It also depends on the geometry of
the wall and orientation as these
factors impact the thermal mass
benefit which the equivalent R-value
captures. Because of this, equivalent
R-values are specific to a particular
wall, orientation, and local climate
and should not be generalized to
other assemblies or climates. To
demonstrate this, the equivalent
R-value of a residential brick veneer
wall was calculated for climate zones
1-5 and compared to the steady-state
R-values. These results are shown
in Figure 5. In climate zone 1, the
equivalent R-value is higher than the
steady-state by a maximum of R-5 in
climate zone three. Climate zone two
also shows significant thermal mass
benefit. In climate zones 1, 4, and 5,
the thermal mass benefit is less and
as a result the equivalent R-values
are as high as in climate zone 2 and
3. They are, however, still above the
steady-state R-values by R-2.5.
To show that the equivalent R-values
are unique for a particular wall

assembly, 1-inch of continuous
insulation with R-5 was added to
the model and the wall analyzed
again. As has been seen before, when
continuous insulation is added to
the wall assembly, the thermal mass
benefit is increased due to coupling
between the insulation and mass in
the system. This is readily apparent
in the equivalent R-value results. By
adding R-5 continuous insulation
to the wall, the steady-state R-value
did increase from R-13.4 to R-18.5.
However, the equivalent R-value saw
an even larger increase from Req18.4 to Req-26.4. The benefit of the
thermal mass in the first assembly
is worth Req-5 while it is worth
Req-7.9 after adding continuous
insulation. This shows how
interconnected the thermal mass
benefit is with the wall geometry and
local climate.
These equivalent R-value results were
done for a south-facing wall which
shows the most thermal mass benefit,
and consequently has the highest
Req-values. For a north-facing wall,
the Req-values will be much closer to
the steady-state R-values due to lower
solar radiation. East- and west-facing
walls will fall somewhere in between,
but probably closer to the southfacing orientation due to direct solar
radiation in these directions.
The climate tool allows for modeling
the yearly energy usage of wall
systems under yearly climates and
to perform comparisons between
different wall systems. It also allows
for determining how parameters
such as solar reflectance are coupled
to the thermal mass benefit of the

assembly. The thermal mass benefit
of the assembly can be quantified
by directly comparing the energy
usage, or by computing the wall’s
equivalent R-value. The program has
several upgrades planned to enable
modeling brick with different unit
configurations, adding additional
cladding options such as thin brick,
and to enable the modeling of
moisture transport and its impact on
heat transfer.
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